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Heavy quark potential and e ective actions on blocked con gurations Tetsuya Takaishi   1   April 1996 Abstract. Blocked SU(3) gauge con gurations are analyzed to obtain heavy quark potential and e ective actions. Optimized Swendsen's scale factor b = 2 blocking scheme is used to generate blocked con gurations. The heavy quark potential calculated on twice blocked con gurations produced from 32 3 64 lattices at = 6:30 shows good rotational invariance in contrast to the Wilson action. Determination of e ective actions which are responsible for blocked con gurations is carried out, in a space with up to 9 coupling constants, by use of the canonical demon method. We nd that the e ective actions are not local. Apart from complicated actions, simple actions with 2 coupling constants are compared.
In the lattice Monte Carlo simulations, improvements on the action are crucial in order to obtain accurate and reliable continuum results within reasonable CPU time. The history of improved actions is rather old. More than 10 years ago, K.Symanzik proposed the perturbative improved action 1] which eliminates errors of O(a 2 ). On the other hand, early Monte Carlo tests on the Symanzik action showed no clear advantage to use it 2]. However recent studies revitalized improved actions and o ered the xed point action 3] and the tadpole improved Symanzik action 4]. These actions show good rotational invariance. Therefore they could be e ective when used in Monte Carlo simulations. Their actual e ectiveness for physical quantities has been investigated by Monte Carlo simulations 3, 4, 5] .
It is still important to search for other improved actions which give us great improvements in Monte Carlo simulations since e ectiveness of existing improved actions is not fully con rmed. In this report, we analyze blocked SU(3) gauge con gurations and try to obtain improved actions. The blocked con gurations are generated by using the Monte Carlo Renormalization Group (MCRG) method 6] with optimized Swendsen's scale factor b = 2 blocking scheme. The MCRG method was intensively used in determining the non-perturbative function of SU(3) lattice gauge theory, in terms of the coupling shift 7, 8, 9, 10] . The method uses the fact that each blocked trajectory (BT), starting from the Wilson axis, reaches the renormalized trajectory (RT) after enough blocking steps. On the RT which stems from the xed point on the critical surface, the gauge system has no lattice artifact 11]. Doing enough blocking steps or using optimized blocking scheme which takes a blocked gauge system to the RT quickly, it may be possible to generate blocked con gurations sitting on the RT. Such blocked con gurations, let us call them perfect configurations, can give us information about a perfect action possessing good scaling behavior and rotational invariance. Even if the blocking is not enough to let the BT reach the RT, the blocked gauge system near the RT should have better behavior than the original (Wilson action) unblocked one.
In order to check the improvement by the MCRG method, we calculate the heavy quark potential on blocked con gurations. The blocking scheme we take in the MCRG method is optimized Swendsen's scale factor b = 2 blocking scheme 6, 10] . The blocking scheme was optimized by multiplying a blocked link by a gaussian SU(3) matrix, exp(i P l l c l ) where l is a generator of SU (3) and c l is a gaussian random number generated with a probability P (c l ) exp(?c 2 l =q 2 ). The parameter q can be adjusted to ensure fast convergence to the RT 10, 11] . We found that the optimal value of q around = 6:0 is equal to zero 12], i.e. in this case the gaussian SU(3) matrix exp(i P l l c l ) is always unity. In order to x the blocking scheme we take q = 0 in our analysis. All the blocked con gurations analyzed in this report were generated by the QCD-TARO collaboration 10, 13] . Fig.1 shows the heavy quark potential on 8 3 16 blocked con gurations. The blocked con gurations were generated by two blocking steps from 32 3 64 lattice at = 6:30. The solid curve is a t to on-axis potential indicated by the circles. There is no visible di erence between on-axis and o -axis potentials. From the t to on-axis potential we obtain a 2 = 0:287(26) which corresponds to the value of the string tension at 5:56 for the Wilson action. This is in very good agreement with the results 10] which predict 0:75 for a change of scale by 4, starting from = 6:30. In order to evaluate the improvement we also calculate the heavy quark potential for the Wilson action at = 5:55. Fig.2 shows the heavy quark potential calculated on 8 3 16 lattices. The solid curve is a t to on-axis potentials, which give us a 2 = 0:300(27). A large deviation from the on-axis potentials to the o -axis ones can be seen, which is evidence of lack of rotational invariance. The de nite improvement of the rotational invariance would indicate that already after two blocking steps the gauge system of our blocked con gurations is close to the RT.
We now turn to the question of obtaining e ective actions from the blocked con gurations.
Once the e ective action is obtained it can be used, as an improved action, in Monte Carlo simulations to directly generate improved gauge con gurations without blocking from larger lattices. However determination of an e ective action is quite a hard task since we do not know the exact form of the e ective action and it might be a complicated one. In determining the e ective action, we use the canonical demon method which is shown to be e cient 17, 18] . Originally M.Creutz proposed the microcanonical demon method and it was utilized for determination of an e ective action for SU(2) gauge theory 16]. An improved version, the canonical demon method, was discussed by M. Hasenbush et al. 17] who determined e ective actions for O(3) non-linear sigma model with accuracy. It was also applied for SU(3) gauge theory and e ective actions were successfully obtained 18].
For our purpose we prepared 35(30) con gurations blocked twice from 32 3 64 lattice at = 6:0(6:3). Each of those con gurations are used in the canonical demon method. Our implementation of the canonical demon method is brie y described as follows ( See Ref. 15, 16, 17, 18] for more details). First we choose one of those con gurations and introduce demons associated with coupling constants corresponding to a given ansatz for the e ective action. The joint system of demons and links is updated by the microcanonical simulation. After 100 microcanonical sweeps the demons move into the next con guration selected from the rest. Values of the demons energy are recorded during the simulation and average values will be converted to the values of the coupling constants. Here let us assume that the e ective action of the con gurations takes the form S = X i i S i U]: (1) In this case demons d i corresponding to each of the coupling constants i should be introduced. The distribution of the demon energy E d i during the canonical demon simulation is expected to be
Thus the average demon energy is given by
provided that the demon energy E d i is restricted to a region of ?E m < E d i < E m . This relation will be used to calculate the values of the coupling constants numerically. In our simulation E m was set to 10.
We consider the following ansatz action for an e ective action with 9 coupling constants: S = Re 1 1 X T rU 1 
where T rU i are normalized to unity and i = f1 1; 1 2; :::; 4Dtwistg indicate Wilson loop types whose paths are summarized in Table 1 . For this action 9 demons are used in the canonical demon method. The results obtained with the canonical demon method are listed in Table 2 for = 6:0 and in Table 3 for = 6:3. We also consider several forms of the action truncated from eq(4). The coupling constants indicated by a asterisk in the tables are truncated, i.e. not used in the canonical demon simulation. In general it is expected that starting from the smallest Wilson loop (1 1) (2 2 and sofa), the corresponding coupling constants are still rather large. This implies that the e ective action of the blocked con gurations we took here is not local. In order to obtain the complete e ective action which reproduces the blocked gauge con gurations, it would be necessary to enlarge the coupling constant space. However we are not interested in such a complicated action since it may be useless in Monte Carlo simulations, i.e. one needs not only much computational time but also intricate programming skills. Recent studies showed that rather simple actions, like Iwasaki's two couplings action, can greatly improve unwanted behavior in the decon nement transition with the dynamical Wilson fermion 19]. Similar improvements on nite temperature physics are also seen for the Symanzik improved actions 20]. It might be interesting to see if the improvement is achieved only by the interplay of the dominant coupling constants.
In table 4, we summarize the ratio between dominant two couplings(i.e. 
where < U 1 1 > is the average value of the plaquette. For TAD-1 (2), we use the average values of the plaquette on the blocked con gurations, which are 0.5407(0.4103) at = 6:3(6:0).`IW' is the renormalization group improved action by Y. Iwasaki 14] and`MCRG-1(2)' are taken from our study. For all the cases the 1 2 coupling constant is negative and it contributes 5 11% of the 1 1 coupling constant. Compared to the tree level Symanzik improved action, which gives 1 2 = 1 1 = ?0:05, the others which may include some non-perturbative e ects seem to prefer a larger percentage, especially, our results are more than 10%. Moreover note that the magnitude of the ratio increases from MCRG-1 to MCRG-2, even though increases. This would exhibit that non-perturbative e ects still dominate in the region where we are studying. There exists another possibility to improve gauge system, which is to directly use the blocked con gurations themselves for measurements of physical quantities. As we have seen in Fig.1 , rotational invariance is quite well recovered on the blocked con gurations, which means the gauge system of the blocked con gurations has less artifact. The hadron spectroscopy using the same blocked con gurations we analyzed here has been already performed 21] and it was shown that the hadron masses are in reasonable agreement with ones calculated on ne con gurations when an appropriate improved fermion action is used.
In summary, we analyzed the blocked gauge con gurations and then obtained the heavy quark potential and the e ective actions. The heavy quark potential showed good rotational invariance. Although the several forms of the e ective action were obtained with the canonical demon method, they only represent truncated forms of the e ective action. However we think such truncated e ective actions still hold some improvements when used in Monte Carlo simulations.
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